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Astronomy. - "Contributions to the dete7'mination of geogruphical 
positzons on the HTest-coast of Africa. 111. AppencKv." By 

O. SANDERS. (Oûmmunicated by E. F. VAN DE SANDE BAKHUIZEN). 

6. Modified computation of the determinations of longitude in 1904. 

For the computation of the correctiolli:; of my chronometers to the 
M. T. of Ohi10ango during my journey of June 190:1 I have supposed 
that tlle chronometer of HEWITT had not been innllenced by tlle 
perturbation on June 3 and that the one of HOHWÜ had advanced 
2 secs. 

I had ndopted the value of 2 secs. chiefly in order not to 
exaggel'ate. But the resu1t of the time determination on June 5 at 
N'Kutn, taking into account the modification of the rate involved 
in the supposition of a jump of a gnren amount, as weU as the com
parisons on June 3 rendel' it more pl'obable that HOHWU advanced 33ecs. 

I shall the1'ef01'e giye here the results which we obtain on the 
lattel' supposition, assuming a dai1y rate for HOHWÜ of + 05.95. 
I shall a1so sho",;, to wh at results we should arl'ive if we adopted 
the extreme suppositioll in the opposile sense, namely that HOHWU 
was not perturbed and that HEWIT'I' had omItted 6 beats = 3 secs, and 
if we again assumed daily l'ate~ of both in aceo1'dance with the last 
suppositlOll. TllIS supposition is not vel'y pl'obable but neithel' quite 
impossible, and in this way we may at least form some idea of the 
still remaining uncel'tainty. For t11e rest I still hold 1he supposition 
that the rate of HEWITT has varied during the journey owing 
to the fall of temperature. Here follow the values obtained for the 
difference of longitude between tht' J sta,tions and Ohiloango: 

a on the previous supposition; 
b adopting for HomviJ a jump of 3 secs.; 
c adoptiJlg a jump of 3 secs. in the opposite sense for HEWITT. 

HOHWÜ HEWITT MEAN 

Mayili a -1m 21 556 19s31 -1m20s44 
b 21.45 19.31 20.38 
c 21.80 19.66 20.73 

N'Kutu a -1m58s62 59s24 -1m58s93 
b 59.39 59.24 59.32 
c 57.09 56.94 57.02 

Buku Zan a -1m 35s31 36871 -1m 36s01 
b 35.73 36.71 36.22 
c 34.51 35.49 35.00 
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HOHWU HEWITT MEAN 
Chimbete a - 1 m 53527 53~21 -1 111 53824 

b 53.4:1 53.21 53.31 
c 53.03 52.83 52.93 

We find in the first place that the longitude of N'Kutu on 
supposition bagrees exactly with the l'esult of December 1903 which 
was 598.32, and on supposition c differs strongly from it, whence 
appears clearly that the latter is less probable. It further appears that, 
with l'egard to the three other stations, the results on the two extreme 
suppositions band c differ 18.2 for Buku Zan and only 05.4 for 
lVIayili and Chimbete, while the results on suppositions a and b 
differ for Buku Zan 03.2 and for lVIayili and Chimbete less than 05.1. 
The results from the two chronometers separately accord fairly weU 
inter se, lVIayili excepted. 

As. we l'eject the result of 1904 for N'Kutu and replace it by 
that of 1903 and as fol' lVIayili we can take the mean of the results 
of 1902 and 1904, we find that the uncertainty caused in the final 
results by the perturbation is less than was to be feared. 

Lastly I give here the fin al results obtained in this way, assuming 
thereby the most probable supposition b: 

Difference of longitude with Chiloango 
Mayili - 1m208.8 
N'Kutu - 1 SI:).3 
Buku Zan - 1 36.2 
Ohimbete - 1 53.3 

The dlfferences with the values adopted before are at the utmost 08.2. 

Astronomy. - "Obse1'vation 0/ the tmnsit 0/ Me1'cw'y on Novem,be1' 
14, 1907 at C/tiloango in P01'tuguese West-A/pica". By 
O. SANDERS. (Oommunicated by Dr. E. F. VAN DE SANDE 
BAKHUYZEN). 

(Communicated in the meeting of May 30, 1908). 

For a short time I htwe possessed a telescope of ZI'HSS of 80 mmo 
aperture and 120 cm. focal length. With this telescope Iintend to 
observe in the first place occultations of stars in order to detel'mine the 
longitude of my observing station with greater pl'ecision than hitherto 
has been possible. Fo!' the present the telescope has an azimnthal 
mounting, which however 800n will be replaced by an equatol'ial 
mounting with slow motions and smal! divided cil'cles. In the mean time 
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